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On Wednesday, February 15, 2006, at approximately 2:18 p.m., Kate Lewitzke telephoned S/A 

Thomas J. Fassbender at the Appleton DCI office. She had attempted to contact S/A Fassbender 

earlier that day and had left a voice mail message for him. S/A Fassbender had returned her 

phone call and spoke with her husband, Adam Lewitzke, and had told him to have Kate Lewitzke 

contact S/A Fassbender if she had any information that he had not provided. 

Kate Lewitzke (Kate) advised S/A Fassbender that she doesn't really have much more to add, but 

she felt she should contact S/A Fassbender. She provided the following information: 

Kate advised that, when it came to buying clothing, Teresa Halbach wasn't really a brand name 

person. Kate stated that Halbach would shop at stores such as TJ Maxx, Maurice's and 

Gordman's. She advised she had been at a Maurice's with Halbach, and had also gone to 

Gordman's in Appleton with her. Kate advised that Halbach also probably shopped at Kohl's.

Kate believed that Maurice's has their own brand name on most of their clothing, although she 
believed they carried some brand name clothing also. Kate advised Halbach did not spend a lot 

of money on clothes and, as such, she did not buy a lot of brand name stuff.

S/A Fassbender asked about jeans. Kate guessed that maybe she had Mudd jeans, which are 
carried by Kohl's. She advised that was just a guess, however, and that she really did not know 
what brand name or type of jeans Halbach wore. Kate believed Halbach only had a couple pair 

of jeans, as she often wore dress pants. Kate remembered Halbach telling her that she wore jeans 
a lot in high school and thought she should grow up a little now and wear nice clothes. Kate 
advised that not too long ago Halbach was having her sister, the older one, try on her jeans, and 

may have been handing them down to her. 

S/A Fassbender asked Kate if she knew whether Hallbach wore Daisy Fuentes jeans. Kate 
advised Daisy Fuentes jeans are sold at Kohl's, thus, she may have had some Daisy Fuentes

jeans, but Kate could not say if she wore them for sure. Kate advised that Katie Uttech had 

gotten some Daisy Fuentes jeans sometime within the last year, and Uttech was a good friend of 
Halbach's. Kate provided Uttech's telephone number as 920-217-7668.

Kate provided no further information and the interview was concluded at approximately 2:26

p.m. 
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